Abstract: "Out of the body" tactile illusion refers to the phenomenon in which one can perceive tactility as if emanating from a location external to the body without any stimulator present there. Taking advantage of such a tactile illusion is one way to provide and realize richer interaction feedback without employing and placing actuators directly at all stimulation target points. However, to further explore its potential, it is important to better understand the underlying physiological and neural mechanism. As such, we measured the brain wave patterns during such tactile illusion and mapped out the corresponding brain activation areas. Participants were given stimulations at different levels with the intention to create veridical (i.e., non-illusory) and phantom sensations at different locations along an external hand-held virtual ruler. The experimental data and analysis indicate that both veridical and illusory sensations involve, among others, the parietal lobe, one of the most important components in the tactile information pathway. In addition, we found that as for the illusory sensation,
Introduction
Vibro-tactile stimulation is used popularly as an inexpensive, but effective sensory feedback for enhancing human computer interaction experience. The most usual form of the application of vibro-tactile stimulation is by using a single vibrator embedded in a mobile device. This form of stimulation is limited in providing rich interaction feedback aside from simple on-off type of events. Using a tactile grid [1] [2] [3] [4] with many vibrators, on the other hand, as an alternative, is a difficult proposition due to cost and usability (e.g., a large area of the body has to be in full contact with the grid, which makes it difficult and cumbersome to use).
Recently, tactile illusion has emerged as a viable solution to this problem, because it can induce "phantom" vibro-tactile sensation as if emanating from a location that is not in direct contact with the actuators. For instance, saltation [5, 6] elicits pseudo-tactile sensations between two locations on the body by presenting stimuli at the two locations with a proper time delay. Another major tactile illusion technique, called funneling [7] [8] [9] , can elicit similar phantom sensation, simultaneously stimulating the two skin locations with different amplitudes (see Figure 1 ). In addition, several extensions to these tactile illusions have been discovered or developed, such as the "out of the body" phenomenon (phantom sensation from an external hand-held body-mediating object) [10] , "across the body" saltation (saltation on a non-continuous body, e.g., between hands of separate limbs, such as right and left arms/fingers) [11] , the 2D modulation technique (using four stimuli for modulating tactile illusion in 2D) in a mobile device [12, 13] and illusion for virtual objects (phantom sensation from augmented objects) [14] (also see Figure 1 ). Despite these developments, not much work has been done in investigating the underlying physiological and neural mechanism. Such a mechanism is very important and would be critical in understanding how these tactile illusion techniques can be further applied to and extended for human computer interaction in a safe and effective manner. Note that such illusory tactile sensation can be implemented with only a small number of vibrators (e.g., compared to a tactile grid), while generating a richer tactile experience than the simple single vibrator scheme.
Thus, in this paper, we investigate the brain activation patterns associated with funneling (one of the major tactile illusion phenomenon) for a virtually-augmented object using brain waves (EEG/electroencephalography). Among many varieties of tactile illusion, this was chosen because it represents an interesting case; the illusion is produced for a "virtual" (without any direct tactility or physicality) object external to the body. For example, will the theoretical explanation of the illusion through the body map (i.e., cortical homunculus) extension in the brain (as referred to in the Section 2) also apply to virtual objects? Few brain image studies have been conducted for basic tactile stimulations and for the illusion elicited directly on the skin [8, [15] [16] [17] . From these studies, we do have some basic understanding of the sensory information processing pathways in the brain, and this can serve as a reference for our study. How humans process "virtual" objects and the way associated illusory tactile illusion is generated will be valuable for HCI, more specifically for virtual/mixed reality, multimodal games and mobile interaction (see Figure 2) . [5, 6] and recent extensions: (b) "out of the body" illusion (tactile experience from a hand-held physical medium) [10] ; (c) "across the body" illusion (e.g., between hands of separate limbs) [11] ; (d) 2D modulation for hand-held mobile interaction [12] ; and (e) illusion for augmented object (tactile interaction using both tactile illusion (funneling/saltation) and virtual visual feedback [14] ). In this study, EEG measurement has been used to look for any differences in the brain activation when illusory tactile sensation (as generated by the funneling technique) was felt with an "out of the body" virtual object (in an augmented reality setting) as compared to when a veridical sensation was felt. In particular, we focused on the ERP (event-related potential) response between the illusory and veridical sensations. Furthermore, sLORETA (standard low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography) was also applied to locate the signal sources of the brain activation areas. We have observed P300 latency and amplitude and the activation region per frequency band according to stimulus with sLORETA software. P300 is known to be associated with complex cognitive function, rather than tactile sensory processing (for details, review [18] ). Illusory information processing was reported to be affected by cognitive response [19] . The activation region per frequency band was observed, as sustainable task performance has been known to influence all of the frequency bands of EEG due to attention and memory [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) was not used, due to the operational difficulty with the augmented reality setting and vibratory stimulation within the core (see later sections for more details).
In the next section, we first review previous research literature related to phantom tactile sensation and its application to practical interaction design. Then, we describe the validation experiment for the "out of the body" funneling and report the results. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion and directions for future research.
Related Work
Phantom sensation generally refers to the phenomenon that user's perception does not match the stimulus' physical characteristics. Funneling, along with saltation, is one of the two major perceptual illusion techniques for vibro-tactile feedback. It refers to stimulating the skin at two (or more) different locations simultaneously with different amplitudes and eliciting phantom sensations in the space between [7, 25] . Several researchers have applied this phenomenon to human interfaces, experimenting with different ways of modulating the vibration amplitudes for detailed controlling of the target phantom sensation locations [7, 26, 27] . Mizukami and Sawada [28] have used funneling to generate phantom sensations in 2D and applied it to tactile character recognition.
Recently, Miyazaki has discovered that tactile illusion can be extended to body-worn (e.g., hand-held) objects and can create "out of the body" tactile experience [10] ."Out of the body" tactile experience refers to the phenomenon in which one can perceive tactility as if emanating from a location external to the body without any stimulator placed at the same location where the illusion is perceived. As shown in Figure 1 , in order for the out of the body illusion to happen, the external object must visually connect two parts of the body (e.g., the two finger tips).Moreover, Lee et al. have found that this phenomenon carried over to virtual objects, as well [14] .This form of tactile illusion is appealing in its practical application to HCI, because the interaction scheme imposes less physical constraints between the device and user's body. For example, if a usual 2D array of tactile actuators is used, a significant part of the user body (e.g., the whole palm) would have to be in constant contact with the array to receive any feedback. In another similar case of the tactile grid chair [29] , the user needs to maintain tight contact with his or her back to the tactile array, making it difficult to use, thus limiting its practical application.
The body map in the brain (cortical homunculus) is often cited as one plausible explanation for these illusion phenomena. Ramachandran et al. [30] studied the phantom limb (rubber hand illusion) phenomenon using the EEG signals and offered the theory of a "dynamically reconfiguring" body map, and a few studies do relate the encodings in the body map to saltation or funneling [8, [15] [16] [17] .There are other cognitive explanations, as well [31, 32] .For example, it seems plausible to hypothesize that the physical connection of the external object to the body induces the body map reconfiguration (i.e., to treat the external object as part of one's body). However, as for the out of the body illusion for "virtual" objects, the connection is only visual or virtual (not physical), and thus, the underlying mechanism remains as an interesting scientific issue. Ehrsson et al. also studied the brain mechanism for the rubber hand illusion and associated the sense of ownership with the parts of the brain responsible for multisensory fusion rather than just the visual cortex [33] . Slater et al. [34] and Sanchez-Vives [35] both studied virtual hand illusions; however, they did not offer a brain scientific explanations for them. Rubber/virtual hand illusion and illusion in this study are similar in that both are elicited in mediated environments using vibrotactile stimulations [36] . However, the tactile illusion in this study was based on feedback that was felt outside the subject's body from interaction with a visual object. This is different from the rubber hand illusion case, in which subjects' were confused about whether the tactile illusion was happening on their body.
Few scientists have used brain imaging, such as fMRI, to study illusions, such as saltation. Chen et al. [8] showed with optical imaging with simultaneous stimulation of two fingertips (using funneling) produced a single focal cortical activation between the single fingertip activation regions. Furthermore, he found that the amplitudes of activation produced by paired digit stimulation (both adjacent and non-adjacent) were smaller than the sum of the single-digit activation areas. Blankenburg et al. [37] have found brain activation on the premotor and prefrontal cortex area using fMRI, in the condition of a tactile illusion on the forearm. He compared the illusory (classic cutaneous rabbit illusion) and veridical stimulation of the forearm and found that illusory percepts can affect primary somatosensory cortex in a manner equivalent to physical stimulation. Similarly, Gross [17] discovered that the same brain sector was activated regardless of whether the tactile sensation is illusory or veridical (using a 3T fMRI). These results have reassured the statement regarding the relationship between illusory tactile sensation and primary somatosensory cortex. Tactile illusion can affect primary somatosensory cortex in a manner that corresponds "somatotopically" to the phantom sensation. However, the out of body tactile illusion is still unexplored and not wholly understood. As the "out of body" tactile illusion generates an illusory external sensation by imposing actual stimulation on participants' body, the limbic area, where memory recall occurs, is expected to be activated [38] .
Experimental Section
In this experiment, we measure and compare the subject's EEG responses to two types of tactile stimulations, that is: (1) veridical stimulations on the two finger tips at P1 and P5 (reference response); and (2) funneling stimulation to elicit illusory sensation at P2-P4 using a virtual object that connects the two finger tips by visual augmentation. Figure 3 shows the experimental set up. The ultimate objective is to analyze the brain activities, identify their source areas and offer a neural explanation to the tactile illusion of the out of the body virtual object.
Figure 3.
The two conditions in the experiment: veridical stimulations on the fingertips at P1 and P5 (note that P1 and P5 are where the vibrators are actually located) and funneling stimulation to induce illusory sensation at P2-P4 with the virtual object seen to connect the body.
Experimental Setup
The users were given simultaneous tactile stimulations to their two index fingers, one on the right and the other on the left. The two fingertips were tracked using small markers by a head-mounted camera, and an augmented reality video imagery was presented to the user as visual feedback in which a virtual ruler was overlaid (to look as if being) in between the two fingers (see Figure 4 ). The small markers were attached to the respective fingers using tape, and the users were allowed to freely move or twist the fingers to some extent. AR Toolkit [39] was used to recognize and track the small markers and to generate the augmented video imagery. A webcam was worn on the head-mounted fixture to produce a view close to one according to the actual line of sight. This set up was used to generate a natural feel of "holding" the object, by allowing small movements of the hands/fingers and still maintaining natural augmented imagery. The holding distance for the virtual ruler (augmented imagery) was kept at 8 cm by asking the user to maintain the finger positions stably. The ruler stayed augmented, even if the fingers became separated by more than 8 cm, but only to a limited degree (±2.5 cm). There was virtually no operational difficulty in this regard. The visual length of the virtual ruler was calibrated to match the physical units. Figure 4 . The experimental set up for experiment. Vibratory stimulations were given to the two index fingers, and a user watched the monitor where an augmented virtual ruler was placed on the fingers. An EEG cap was used to measure and document the brain activity.
In addition to the head-mounted fixture for the camera, the participants wore ear muffs to prevent any bias from the sounds of the vibration. The ear muff was tested to make sure that no sound could be heard during the experiment and did not affect the outcome of the experiment.
The stimulations were given using two vibration motors, whose respective amplitudes were chosen by an interpolation function intended to create phantom tactile sensations at particular locations, and the user was asked where on the virtual ruler he or she felt the tactile feedback. The linear variation of the stimulus amplitude methods of Alles [7] was used to create and modulate the locations of the out of body tactile illusion, as shown in Figure 5 . In the linear rendering method (proposed by Alles), the amplitude of one tactile stimulation was linearly increased, while that of the other tactile stimulation was decreased.
A common coin-type vibrator was used (placed on the respective fingertips) and controlled by an Arduino board [40] (and interfaced to and synchronized with the AR Toolkit-based experiment software). The vibration motor used in our experiment has the same specification [41] as reported in [42] : flat/circular and sized 11 mm in diameter (see Figure 2 ). It is controlled by a voltage input using a pulse width modulation signal with an amplitude between 0 to 5 V, which, in turn, produces vibrations with a frequency between 0 and 250 Hz and associated amplitudes between 0 to 2 g. (measured in acceleration, or 0 to 18 μm in position), respectively. According to [42] [43] [44] , these values are well above the human's normal detection threshold (about 6-45 dB). [7] ) for funneling to create phantom (or real) sensations at five different positions (P1-P5). For example, to generate a phantom sensation at P4, Vibrator A's amplitude is set at 1.25 V and Vibrator B 3.75 V.
An EEG cap was used to measure and document the brain activity. EEG data were attained at the 19 electrode sites (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1 and O2) on the EEG cap (BIOPAC CAP100C, BIOPAC Systems, Goleta, CA, USA) of the international 10-20 system [45] . All of these electrodes had an impedance of 5 kΩ, and data were sampled with a frequency of 250 Hz. The low-cut and high-cut filters were each set to 0.3 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. Furthermore, the notch filter was set at 55-65 Hz. The EEG data were recorded with the WinEEG software Version 2.84.44 (Mitsar, St. Petersburg, Russia) and the EEG amplifier (Mitsar EEG 201, St. Petersburg, Russia).
Experimental Task and Detailed Procedure
Eighteen university students between 23 and 32 years of age (10 females and 8 males, mean age: 24) participated in the experiment. All participants were right-hand correlated and had no history of any disorder that would impede the process of gathering brain activity using EEG. In order to induce their full attention and active cooperation, proper monetary compensation was given to each subject. In addition, on the day prior to the experiment, subjects were instructed to restrict themselves from consuming any alcohol and caffeine, as well as smoking. Subjects were also asked to take a full sleep the previous night.
Training was given for the participant to get familiarized with the experimental process. The training consisted of one series of 10 trials for each stimuli (5 stimuli). Each trial consisted of stimulation (200 ms) and an inter-stimulus interval (3 s). The training set lasted for a total of 160 s. Participants were asked about their knowledge of tactile illusion, and all answered that they had neither the knowledge nor the experience of it. For each subject, the non-stimulation reference EEG signals were first captured and recorded.
The participants were made to sit comfortably on the chair and were informed about the process and purpose of the experiment. Participants were instructed to not move. Furthermore, the participant was asked to refrain from blinking as much as possible for intact EEG signals. Although the WinEEG program that we used to collect PCA components from raw EEG data removes eye blinking artifacts, the authors were trying to reduce the noise due to eye blinking as much as possible to have cleaner data.
The levels of stimulations were given with the intention of creating veridical or phantom sensations at five different points along the ruler (note that the stimulations at the two extreme ends of the ruler are real). In the veridical condition, the tactile stimulation was given only to one finger tip, at P1 or P5. This condition merely serves as a reference matching to the brain activations for real tactile sensation. In the phantom condition, tactile stimulation was given to two fingertips with interpolated values in order to elicit illusions, not only at the fingertips themselves (P1 and P5), but also at the intermediate positions, at P2-P4.The virtual ruler was augmented to appear as 10 cm with the two fingers holding it at 1 cm from the two ends (at the1 cm and 9 cm marks with the inter-stimulus distance = 8 cm). The inter-finger distance of 8 cm was set equal to the experimental condition used in [10] .
The previous study also confirmed that the aforementioned linear method for administrating the funneling-based stimulations exhibited the best performance in terms of localization performance and reliability [14] . The within group design was employed for the experiment. On a single experiment for each participant, a block of 100 positional feedbacks, which consisted of 3 s of an inter-stimulus rest interval and a 200-ms stimulation duration, was suggested. Five hundred trials per experiment were held. Stimulus was given on the P1 to P5 positions with balanced order to randomize the presentation. In order to avoid pitfalls of standard repeated measure designs, experimental conditions were counterbalanced. The EEG signal was measured while the stimulus was present to observe the participants' brain activations for the given stimulus. The total duration of the experiment was 1600 s, which was completed in a single day.
To minimize external noise, the experiment was held in an enclosed room with soundproofing. The size of the room was 2.87 × 3.62 m, and light intensity was maintained at120 lux. Three participants per day conducted the experiment on 10:00, 14:00 and 17:00, Korean standard time.
After all trials of the experiment, participants answered a questionnaire on four categories: tactile illusion, localization, recognition time and level of certainty on their response, all answered in the 7-point Likert scale (see Table 1 ). Table 1 . Four questions regarding the subjective feeling of the tactile sensation responded in a 7-point Likert scale.
Number Question

Q1
Were you able to perceive a sensation from an empty space between the two index fingers? (1: not at all ~7: very well) Q2
Could you perceive the location of stimulation? (1: not at all ~7: very well) Q3
How long did it take you to perceive the tactile feedback, if any? (1: instantly ~4: 1-2 s ~7: more than 3 sec) Q4
How certain are you about your answer overall to Q1, Q2 and Q3? (1: not certain at all ~7: very certain)
Analysis Methods
The raw EEG data were pre-processed to remove artifacts using the PCA (principal component analysis) methods available from the WinEEG package (Mitsar, St. Petersburg, Russia), the software package used for the analysis. PCA was used to remove the artifacts and noise of the EEG. This method uses orthogonal transformation to convert the observation matrix. The principal components, which are uncorrelated variables, will show normality with other variables. These orthogonal variables are selected and linearly combined to reconstruct the raw data into more useful data [46] .
To carry out the ERP analysis with the pre-processed EEG data and the EEG data, both were categorized according to five different lobes, which are frontal, temporal, central, parietal and occipital lobe (see Table 2 ), and to the locations of veridical and phantom sensation (see Figure 3) . Note that P1 and P5 correspond to the fingertip locations (where veridical sensation would be felt) and P2-P4 the intended locations of the phantom sensation. Each lobe of the brain is associated with specific characteristic activity. Frontal lobe is associated with cognitive and reasoning function, while parietal lobe organizes touch sense. Occipital lobe, on the other hand, is in charge of visual information processing [47] . Therefore, in the current study, to identify the ROI signal related to tactile illusion, electrodes were categorized accordingly to each lobe, as in Table 2 . The electrode clustering method was taken from [48, 49] . For each category, a grand-mean was obtained across 18 participants. For ERP quantification, peak amplitude and latency values were determined with the automated process of the maximum peak amplitude analysis [50, 51] and confirmed by visual inspection using the following time windows: P300 (200-400 ms). These amplitude and latency averages were found for all 19 receptor channels (or the five lobes of the brain). Such data collection and processing were done for each treatment, namely for when a tactile illusion was induced and when veridical stimulation was given. The averages of the amplitude and latency for the two conditions were compared using two types of statistical tests: (1) Mann-Whitney U test; and (2) Kruskal-Wallis test. The non-parametrical test was adopted as normality verification test with data rejecting the null hypothesis. As for the Mann-Whitney U test, two groups of data were compared: between the veridical (at P1 and P5) and illusory (at P2, P3 and P4). For the Kruskal-Wallis test, three groups of data were compared: among the veridical (at P1 and P5), close-illusory (responses at P2 and P4) and far-illusory (responses at P3), to validate the following hypotheses:
(1) There exist significant differences in ERP responses between the veridical and illusory conditions (Mann-Whitney U test/Kruskal-Wallis test). (2) There exist significant differences in ERP responses among the veridical, close-illusory and far-illusory conditions (Kruskal-Wallis test).
To further identify the areas of activation in the cerebrum, sLORETA (standard low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography) was applied [52] . sLORETA is a methodology to produce a neuro-image of the brain given the measurements of the EEG and to find the 3D distribution of the generating electric neuronal activity. It belongs to a family of linear imaging methods with exact, zero error localization to point-test sources. sLORETA, which indicates activation of the brain from EEG data, is based on a predefined brain anatomy template, the generic MRI set. Although sLORETA does not take brain images of participants for analysis, activation of subjects' brain mapped to a sLORETA generic brain template is a powerful tool. It has been shown that sLORETA has no localization bias in the presence of measurement and biological noise. In addition to the imaging capability, sLORETA also includes a statistical analysis package, which was applied to compare the reference (veridical) and achieved (illusory) using the paired t-test. The differences between the veridical and illusory sensation was analyzed at 8 different frequency bands of the EEG data, namely the delta (1.5-6 Hz), theta (6.5-8 Hz), alpha-1 (8.5-10 Hz), alpha-2 (10.5-12 Hz), beta-1 (12.5-18 Hz), beta-2 (18.5-21 Hz), beta-3 (21.5-30 Hz) and gamma . The delta band of the EEG has been observed to be related not only to sleep, but also sustainable task performance [53] [54] [55] . However, attention and memory processes have effects on all of the bands of the EEG [20] [21] [22] [23] . It is necessary to examine all the bands of the EEG in this study to better understand the different patterns of the EEG band according to human perception and cognition.
The median score of the post-experiment questionnaire from participants was calculated, and the correlation of those of Q1 and Q3 and P300 latency for frontal and parietal lobe was analyzed.
Results
In this section, we describe the results of the ERP and sLORETA analysis and subjective questionnaires. The ERP analysis showed statistically-significant differences in the latency between the illusory and veridical tactile sensation in frontal lobe (Channels Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8) and parietal lobe (Channels P3, Pz, P4), shown in Figure 6 . No other differences were observed among other local brain areas (e.g., temporal, central and occipital). In frontal lobe, the ERP latency for the veridical sensation (at P1 and P5) was, on average, 391 ms, while for the illusory one (at P2, P3 and P4) 460 ms, a statistically-significant difference of 69 ms, as shown in Figure 6a (Z = −1.989, p < 0.05, r = −0.33) . This, in turn, means that the illusory tactile sensation was a more delayed reaction than the veridical one. In parietal lobe, the latency difference was as much as 134 ms for the P3 alone, as shown in Figure 6b (χ 2 (2, N = 18) = 7.189, p < 0.05, Cramér's V = 0.0771). In addition, when parietal lobe activation was compared in three treatment groups using the Kruskal-Wallis test, the latency for veridical tactile latency (P1 and P5) was 299 ms and for the far-illusory (P3) 433 ms, as shown in Figure 7 (p < 0.05). No difference was shown between the close-illusory (at P2, P4) and far-illusory (at P3) conditions. As for ERP amplitudes, no significant effects were found in any of the channels.
ERP Result
sLORETA Result
The comparative sLORETA results between the reference and acquired data, from all channels during the stimulation, package are shown in Figure 8 . To summarize the figure, at P1, the delta band was activated at the inferior parietal lobule of parietal lobe. On the other hand, at P2, P3 and P4, the delta bands were activated at the anterior cingulate of limbic lobe. At P5, the delta band was activated at the orbital gyrus of frontal lobe (also see Table 3 ). Similarly, Table 3 describes the regional brain activity in all of the discrete frequency bands, and the "*" mark is used to indicate a statistically-significant difference (p < 0.05) (between the veridical and illusory sensation) and the existence of distinct brain activity. (at P2-P4) . The activation of a subject mapped in a sLORETA (standard low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography) generic brain template is presented. 
Subjective Questionnaires
As already mentioned, subjects were asked the four survey questions shown in Table 1 (Q1: existence of the tactile feedback; Q2: recognition of the stimulation location; Q3: time taken to recognize or perceive the sensation; Q4: certainty of their own answers). The Likert scoring scale was used for the questions (7.0 being the highest scoring point). The scale and contents of the questionnaire are summarized in Table 1 . The medians of each questionnaire were 5.5, 5.5, 5.0 and 2.5 in ascending order, respectively (see Figure 9 ). Regression analysis of P300 latency showed that 7.7% and 9.8% of the frontal and parietal lobe EEG variance can be explained by the result of Q1, respectively (frontal lobe: r 
Discussion
The main purpose of the current study was to identify differences in the brain activations between the veridical and illusory tactile sensation, and furthermore, to provide a possible brain-scientific explanation to the out of the body tactile illusion on virtual or real objects.
ERP latencies for the illusory and veridical tactile showed prominent distinctions. For example, when the veridical tactile (P1 and P5) and illusory tactile (P2, P3, and P4) sensation were compared in two separate groups, significant differences were found in the parietal and frontal area. When compared in three groups (namely veridical, close-illusory and far-illusory), the differences in P3 latency were observed in parietal lobe; only between the veridical and far-illusory.
The neuronal pathway of tactile information was reported to follow the "where" information (spatial information) pathway in somatosensory cortex of parietal lobe and then pass the working memory pathway located on dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [56] [57] [58] [59] . As Figure 7 shows, the P300 latency of veridical and illusory information was significantly different only at parietal and frontal lobe. These findings suggest the possibility that the response of illusory information imposes a cognitive load, which may have resulted in slower propagation of the EEG along the pathway. The ERP when cross-modal tactile sensation with visual feedback was present showed a difference with that observed while uni-modal tactile sensation was present [60] . Its delay might have occurred due to memory process of past tactile experience [61] .
Alles [7] has observed localized tactile phantom sensations according to different stimulation intensities. Our experiment also showed, in terms of the ERP latencies, significant differences between the veridical (P1, P5) and far-illusory (P3) sensation.
The EEG response results showed that parietal/frontal lobes were mainly activated for the veridical and limbic lobe for the illusory sensation, only in the delta band frequency. Interestingly, parietal lobe (somatosensory area) is known to be heavily associated with tactile perception, while limbic lobe with memory, cognition and perceptual illusions [62] [63] [64] .
At low-frequency bands (1.5-12 Hz: delta, theta, alpha-1 and alpha-2), generally (even though some results do not have statistically-significant differences), stimulation at P1 (veridical) activated parietal lobe. Stimulations at P2, P3 and P4 (illusory) activated limbic and frontal lobe. At mid-frequency bands (12.5-21 Hz: beta-1 and beta-2), P1 (veridical) and P3 (illusory) activated parietal lobe. P2 and P4 (illusory) activated limbic and frontal lobe. At high-frequency bands (21.5-50 Hz: beta-3 and gamma), P1-P5 all activated parietal lobe. To summarize, grossly, parietal lobe was involved in both the veridical and illusory sensation, while limbic lobe only appeared in the illusory sensation. Again, overall, the activation of parietal lobe is consistent with prior studies in the brain pathways for tactile information processing [65] .
Note that in the delta band, the veridical stimulations on the left fingertip, P1, activated inferior parietal lobule (Brodmann area 40 (BA 40) in the somatosensory area (especially, secondary somatosensory cortex, SII) in the left hemisphere. In particular, the secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) includes parts of BA40 and 43 [66] . Reed et al. [65] have reported that activation of SII along with insula, BA40 and parietal association areas played an important role in tactile object recognition. Milner et al. [67] suggested that BA40, the somatosensory association area, such as SII, corresponded to the integration of somatosensory information. Additionally, they have reported that these areas carried high-level processing, such as integrating tactile and proprioceptive information. Furthermore, recently, several studies have reported that the parietal region, especially inferior parietal lobule, has relevance to the somatosensory spatial discrimination [68] .
In our study, the veridical stimulations on the right fingertip, P5, activated orbital gyrus (BA11) of frontal lobe in contrast with P1. In other words, stimulation at P5 did not activate the somatosensory area like P1. BA11 is a region including orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), where multisensory representation is reconstructed from the output of unimodal processed streams [69] . As multimodal stimulus was presented during the experiment, it was assumed that orbitofrontal cortex was activated.
Then, the funneling stimulation to elicit illusory sensation, that is at P2, P3 and P4, activated the anterior cingulate (BA24) in the limbic lobe. Craig et al. [70] have reported that this area was activated by harmful heat or cold tactile stimulation. Devinsky et al. [71] have also reported this region was divided into separate areas; affect and cognition divisions, including BA 24. Furthermore, Bäckman et al. [38] have found the increase of blood flow in anterior cingulate gyrus during memory recall tasks. Therefore, our results suggest that tactile illusion is associated memory recall and cognition requiring more processing time for recognition in illusory sensation. These reports that the brain region activated by illusory sensation is associated with cognition and memory recall are in line with the P300 latency difference between illusory and veridical sensation on frontal and parietal lobe.
Conclusions
In this paper, we conducted an EEG measurement and brain imaging analysis for out of the body tactile illusion phenomenon, attempting to gain a glance into the underlying mechanism and hoping to apply it for HCI purposes, such as devising new types of tactile feedback. The experimental data and analysis indicate that both veridical and illusory sensations involve, among others, parietal lobe, one of the most important components in the tactile information pathway. This is despite the lack of any corresponding area in the body map for an external hand-held object, the localization source of the out of the body sensation. In addition, we find that as for the illusory sensation, there is an additional processing resulting in the delay for the ERP and involvement by the limbic lobe. This alludes to regarding illusion as a memory and recognition task. The implication to HCI is that, for example, humans might be conjectured to recognizing only 7-8 illusory locations due to the limitation in working memory [72] . Furthermore, the projected proportionality between the ERP latency and the illusory location interval might place a limit on the maximum distance to which the phenomenon can be applied (e.g., the size of the mobile device or virtual object on which the illusion technique is applied). Certainly, more experiments, analyses and cross-checking with other related work are needed to validate our conjectures.
